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SUMMARY

RNAs, across their numerous classes, often work in concert with proteins in RNA–protein
complexes (RNPs) to execute critical cellular functions. Ensemble-averaging methods have
been instrumental in revealing many important aspects of these RNA–protein interactions, yet
are insufficiently sensitive to much of the dynamics at the heart of RNP function. Single-
molecule fluorescence microscopy (SMFM) offers complementary, versatile tools to probe
RNP conformational and compositional changes in detail. In this review, we first outline the
basic principles of SMFM as applied to RNPs, describing key considerations for labeling,
imaging, and quantitative analysis. We then sample applications of in vitro and in vivo sin-
gle-molecule visualization using the case studies of pre-messenger RNA (mRNA) splicing and
RNA silencing, respectively. After discussing specific insights single-molecule fluorescence
methods have yielded, we briefly review recent developments in the field and highlight areas of
anticipated growth.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Contemplating the original “central dogma” of molecular
biology (Crick 1970), one could easily come away with the
impression that RNA serves only as a genetic messenger,
conveying the information stored in DNA by helping con-
vert it into functional protein actuators. Over the past few
decades, RNA has, however, turned out to be much more
than a mere genetic messenger, with the vast majority of
RNA transcripts from eukaryotic genomes having no pro-
tein coding capacity. The many classes of such noncoding
RNAs—including ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA
(tRNA), short noncodingRNA, such as small RNA (sRNA),
microRNA (miRNA), and long noncoding RNA (lncRNA),
to name a few—perform amultitude of catalytic, regulatory,
and architectural functions. To help carry out their func-

tions, each of these classes of RNAparticipates in avarietyof
interactions with one or more protein partners. As an ex-
ample, the messenger RNAs (mRNAs) that inspired the
central dogma are themselves dependent on interactions
with a multitude of proteins throughout their life cycle,
from biogenesis, editing, and regulation to decay. Given
how intimately the biological activity of a given RNA is
connected to interactions with these protein partners, dis-
cerning the nature of these interactions is vital to under-
standing the biology of RNA-dependent cellular pathways.

Many long-standing techniques for studying ribonu-
cleoproteins (RNPs), such as electrophoretic gel shift assays
or ultraviolet (UV) cross-linking, aremost suitable for inter-
actions that are tight and uniform in binding mode and
composition, which is not the case for many complex bio-
logical processes. In fact, it is becoming increasingly clear
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Figure 1.Overview of single-molecule microscopies applied to study ribonucleoproteins (RNPs). (A) Objective- and
prism-type total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM) configurations. (B) Zero-mode waveguides.
(C) a, Epifluorescence; b, highly inclined and laminated optical sheet (HILO) illumination. (D) Light-sheet illumi-
nation. (E) Confocal illumination. (F ) Selected studies on RNPs that have used fluorescence-based, single-molecule
methods. Colored boxes indicate the type of microscopy configuration used.
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that the dynamic and transient nature of competing interac-
tions between biomolecules is at the heart of cellular path-
ways, such as pre-mRNA splicing (Pan et al. 2014; Semlow
etal. 2016),mRNAtranslation(AgirrezabalaandValle2015;
Tsai et al. 2016), RNA chaperoning (Shen et al. 2012),
and RNA silencing and regulation (Hwang et al. 2011;
Jens and Rajewsky 2015). Particularly as compositional
andstructural snapshotsof large,multicomponentbiomole-
cular machines such as the spliceosome come into focus
thanks to new structural data, the need for a deeper under-
standing of the compositional and conformational dynam-
ics of RNPs becomes increasingly apparent. Two decades of
advances in single-molecule fluorescence microscopy
(SMFM) have now given us the tools to address this need.

2 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR APPLYING
SINGLE-MOLECULE FLUORESCENCE
MICROSCOPY TO RNA–PROTEIN
INTERACTIONS

SMFM techniques are well-suited to study molecular pro-
cesses that occur in multiple steps, proceed via parallel
reaction pathways, show transient excursions to distinct
states, and/or contain varying components, all of which
are frequently true of RNA–protein interactions (Wahl
et al. 2009; Moffitt et al. 2010). The most important
advantage is that these methods allow heterogeneous mo-
lecular “behaviors” to be uncovered in asynchronous pop-
ulations of molecules proceeding through multiple
reaction pathways at different rates (Lu et al. 1998; Larson
et al. 2014). These single-molecule behaviors can be scru-
tinized at a spatiotemporal resolution inaccessible to bulk
techniques, leading to insights that can be directly com-
pared with bulk data by postacquisition time and ensemble
averaging.

The general benefits and specifics of performing single-
molecule studies are beyond the scope of this review, but
have been reviewed elsewhere (Roy et al. 2008; Walter et al.
2008; Liu et al. 2015). We instead will focus on the salient
features of SMFM and practical considerations for its ap-
plication to the study of RNPs.

A variety of SMFM approaches exist today, the exact
choice of which depends largely on the study design and
experimental goals. SMFM has been used to investigate
numerous RNPs, including those involved in transcription,
splicing, RNAmodification and editing, chaperone activity,
and RNA interference (Fig. 1). Despite obvious differences
in the underlying biology, key experimental elements com-
mon to all of these studies include illumination, a strategy
for labeling the biomolecule(s) of interest, detection of fluo-
rescence, and data analysis, as discussed below.

2.1 Illumination and Detection

By design, SMFM approaches aim to characterize the be-
havior of individual molecules. However, detecting the sig-
nal from an individual molecule in the background of other
molecules, potential contaminants, and instrumental noise
can be challenging. Fluorescence itself facilitates distin-
guishing genuine signal from background as light emitted
from fluorescently tagged biomolecules is red-shifted rela-
tive to the wavelength of laser light used for excitation. This
spectral separation (i.e., “Stokes shift”) between the excita-
tion and emission wavelength maximamakes genuine fluo-
rescence signals easily distinguishable from background
scattering of the sample medium.

In addition to spectral isolation of the relevant signal,
limiting the volume of illumination improves signal-to-
noise by decreasing the contribution of out-of-focus emis-
sion. Of the illumination modalities that achieve selective
volume illumination, total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy (TIRFM) is perhaps the most widely imple-
mented (Fig. 1A). In TIRFM, the excitation beam is totally
internally reflected near the sample plane (Toomre 2012).
An evanescent field of excitation light is generated at the
surface that extends ∼100 nM into the sample. This evanes-
cent field illuminatesmolecules immobilized at the imaging
surface, thus minimizing background fluorescence from
molecules deeper in solution. The level of background
fluorescence observed in TIRFM experiments is dependent
on the concentration of excess fluorescently labeled bio-
molecules in solution and provides good signal-to-noise
up to fluorophore concentrations of ∼100 nM. For RNA
and proteins that interact with high affinity, this effective
concentration limit does not pose a problem. However,
physiologically relevant interactions often involve micro-
molar affinities of binding partner(s). Zero-modewaveguide
(ZMW) technology allows single-molecule resolution even
in solutions with high concentrations of fluorescent com-
ponents (Levene et al. 2003), and have been particular-
ly useful in studies of the ribosome (Fig. 1B) (Tsai et al.
2016).

Another strategy to limit out-of-plane fluorescence by
controlling the illumination area is highly inclined and
laminated optical sheet (HILO) illumination (Fig. 1C) (To-
kunaga et al. 2008). In HILO microscopy, the illuminated
region is thicker than it is for TIRFM (e.g., ∼7 µm for an
illuminated area with a diameter of 20 µm), and contains a
z-component, which allows for imaging of molecules that
lie micrometers above the coverslip surface. These charac-
teristics make HILO microscopy particularly suited for
studying samples with three-dimensional spatial distribu-
tions, such as single molecules inside live cells. Even more
sample penetration depth can be achieved by light-sheet
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fluorescence microscopy (LSFM), in which a focused sheet
of light is used to illuminate only a thin section of a thick
sample for single-molecule detection (Fig. 1D) (Ritter et al.
2010). Confocal microscopy uses pinholes to limit the vol-
ume in which single molecules are detected (Fig. 1E). In
addition to two-dimensional (2D) scanning, confocal mi-
croscopy is typically used in the context of fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS) and two-color fluorescence
cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS), in which a high-
sensitivity, photon-counting point detector generates
time-resolved intensity measurements from the entire illu-
minated confocal volume (Liu et al. 2015; Gonzalez Bardeci
et al. 2017).

2.2 Labeling Biomolecules of Interest

Another key requirement of SMFM is that one or more of
the biological components in the system being studiedmust
be fluorescently labeled.

The ever-increasing number of small-molecule fluores-
cent dyes available provide flexibility and choice for label-
ing. CyDye, Alexa Fluor, DyLight, and ATTO are perhaps
the most popular in the single-molecule fluorescence field
because of their brightness, photostability, and the com-
mercial availability of derivatives for bioconjugation. Their
pH tolerance also makes them suitable for fluorescent la-
beling in vivo (see Sec. 5). Additionally, multiple fluoro-
phore pairs (e.g., Cy3 and Cy5; Dy547 and Cy5) have
spectral properties that permit their use as single-molecule
Förster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) reporters,
allowing for sensitive monitoring of nanometer-scale
changes in distance (Lakowicz 2006; McCann et al. 2010).
Experiments using such small-molecule dyes typically use
one of several oxygen-scavenging systems (OSSs) to im-
prove dye photophysical performance and longevity (Ras-
nik et al. 2006; Aitken et al. 2008). However, the choice of an
OSSmust also keep the biological system inmind, including
the potential effect of pH changes or sensitivity to nuclease
contamination (Swoboda et al. 2012; Senavirathne et al.
2015). For example, a very common OSS based on glucose
oxidase is inappropriate for experiments with whole-cell
extracts (WCEs) because the activity of endogenous kinases
quickly phosphorylates the glucose, depleting ATP from
solution and thus inhibiting processes such as splicing
(Crawford et al. 2008; Abelson et al. 2010).

It should be noted that in the context of RNP studies,
although the most obvious choice may be to label the RNA
and protein components that are directly interacting in
multicomponent systems, it can be advantageous to label,
for example, a strongly associated component whose pres-
ence or absence is then used to distinguish complexes of
interest from other closely related species. In the following,

we provide a brief overview of commonly used fluorescent-
labeling strategies and provide particular considerations for
the study of RNPs.

2.2.1 Labeling RNA Components

Labeling sites must be chosen so as to avoid influencing
interactions between the RNA and its binding partner(s),
or perturbing secondary or tertiary interactions within the
RNA or its conformational dynamics (Al-Hashimi and
Walter 2008; Mustoe et al. 2014; Darre et al. 2016). For
example, 2′ modifications on the ribose sugar can alter
the thermal stability of double-stranded regions (Hendrix
et al. 1995; Fauster et al. 2012), whereas attachment of fluo-
rophores at 5′ or 3′ termini can increase duplex stability
through stacking of the fluorophores on the terminal
base-pairs (Cisse et al. 2012; Liu and Lilley 2017). Such
alterations to thermal stability can potentially have func-
tional consequences. In the context of miRNA guide strand
selection and loading into the RNA-induced silencing com-
plex (RISC), for example, a 5′ terminal fluorophore disfa-
vored use of the labeled strand as a guide (Custer andWalter
2017). Further, in contrast to DNA where canonical Wat-
son–Crick base-pairing dominates, RNA secondary and
tertiary structures show an astonishing variety of nonca-
nonical base-pairing interactions (Leontis et al. 2002), in-
cluding interactionswith the sugar edge (Nissen et al. 2001).
As such, it is useful to examine all available structural data
when deciding which point of attachment (e.g., 2′ OH,
phosphate, or pyrimidine C5; and position in the sequence)
is likely to result in the least perturbation.

Chemical synthesis of oligonucleotides provides a direct
route for preparing site–specifically labeled RNA. Fluoro-
phore-labeled nucleotides can be directly incorporated
during synthesis, or fluorophores can be conjugated after
synthesis through the use of reactive groups present on
modifiednucleotides (Fig. 2A) (Paredes et al. 2011; Edwards
and Sigurdsson 2014). Reactive groups such as primary
amines and azides and common conjugation chemistries
such asN-hydroxysuccinimide esters and “click” chemistry
allow fluorophores to be attached after RNA synthesis (Fig.
2A,B) (Kolb et al. 2001; Rinaldi et al. 2015). Alternatively, a
limited number of generalized labeling chemistries that use
natural features of the RNA, such as the 5′ phosphate, nat-
urally occurring 4-thiouridine in some tRNAs, and the
3′ vicinal diol, can be used for labeling (Fei et al. 2010;
Hermanson 2013; Willkomm and Hartmann 2014). A sig-
nificant limitation, however, is that chemical synthesis is
only a viable option for relatively short RNAs (<80 nt).
As a result, longer RNAs used for in vitro studies are fre-
quently prepared by enzymatic, splint-mediated ligation,
either frommultiple chemically synthesized oligonucleotides
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Figure 2. Strategies for labeling RNA and protein components for single-molecule fluorescence. (A) Modifications
are possible at various positions on RNA molecules prepared through chemical synthesis, including the 5′ and
3′ termini (I and II, respectively), the 2′ position of the sugar (III), and various positions on the nucleobase (IV, V,
and VI), among others. Modifications can include reactive chemical moieties that are used for subsequent conjugation
reactions, small molecules like biotin and digoxigenin for immobilization, or direct attachment of fluorophore dyes or
even replacement of entire nucleotides by fluorophores. (B) Example strategies for preparing fluorescently labeled RNA
for in vitro studies. Fluorescent labels are shown as red stars. (C) Example strategies for preparing fluorescently labeled
protein for in vitro studies. (D) For intracellular single-molecule studies, RNA can be prepared using many of the
methods suitable for in vitro work (described in B) and subsequently introduced into cells via microinjection or
transfection. Alternatively, RNA transcripts can be labeled by inserting stem-loop repeat sequences that are bound
by their cognate RNA-binding proteins, which are expressed as fusions with intrinsically fluorescent proteins (RBP-
FP). (E) Example strategies for preparing fluorescently labeled protein for intracellular studies. In contrast to RNA,
there is greater overlap between strategies for labeling protein that are suitable for in vitro and intracellularwork.A small
number of strategies, such as click chemistry using strained alkynes, can be applied to both RNA and proteins.
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and/or in vitro transcribed segments (Solomatin and Hers-
chlag 2009; Turunen et al. 2014).

In addition to chemical synthesis and ligation, other
labeling techniques that hold promise for RNA labeling
include position-specific labeling of RNA (PLOR), fluoro-
genic RNA aptamers, 2′–5′ branched labeling, and engi-
neered tRNA-modifying enzymes (Li et al. 2015; Carrocci
et al. 2017; Trachman et al. 2017).

A simple alternative to covalent modification is to
anneal the RNA of interest with one or more tightly bind-
ing complementary oligonucleotides, frequently DNA or
locked nucleic acid (LNA) carrying a fluorescent label
(Fig. 2B). Themost prominent implementation of this strat-
egy has been for studies involving large RNAs, especially the
ribosome, in which a fluorescent oligonucleotide probe is
annealed to short extensions engineered at various loca-
tions into the ribosomal RNA (Kim et al. 2014). In princi-
ple, such a probe can be designed for any RNA sequence,
provided that the probe’s hybridization is specific and only
minimally perturbs the local and global RNA structure
(Crawford et al. 2008; Rinaldi et al. 2016).

2.2.2 Labeling Protein Components

For proteins, fluorophore tagsmay be genetically appended,
as is the casewith fluorescent proteins (FPs) including green
fluorescent protein (GFP), mCherry, and their many vari-
ants (Thorn 2017). However, FP tags are used almost exclu-
sively in the context of intracellular studies (see Sec. 5.1) as
their large size and unfavorable photophysical properties
(e.g., propensity for blinking, low brightness) so far make
them less desirable for in vitro single-molecule studies.

The shortcomings of FPs render proteins a more chal-
lenging target for site-specific labeling compared with
RNA and the options for selective conjugation chemistries
for amino acids are more limited compared with nucleo-
tides. Fluorophore-NHS-ester derivatives readily react
with primary amines and so can be used to label lysine
residues as well as the amino terminus. For in vitro studies
using recombinant protein, a more conventional strategy is
to use fluorophore–maleimide derivatives, which have
greater selectivity for the thiol side chain of rarer cysteine
residues (Fig. 2C). This method typically requires that
native cysteines be removed or significantly less reactive
(and/or accessible) than the desired labeling position. Such
was the case in a study of the role of initiation factor 2
(IF2) from Escherichia coli, in which removal of the three
native cysteines in IF2 resulted in an unstable protein;
however, labeling of an additional cysteine introduced
through mutagenesis in the presence of the other native
cysteines still resulted in site-specific labeling (Wang et al.
2015).

Among the other methods for site-selective labeling of
proteins that have been developed (Adumeau et al. 2016),
the use of unnatural amino acids to incorporate reactive
handles, such as those for click chemistry, is one of the
more promising avenues to achieve site specificity (Liu
and Schultz 2010; Lee et al. 2016).

Purification of labeled protein from unincorporated flu-
orophore can be nontrivial because proteins, being more
hydrophobic than nucleic acids, have a greater propensity
to bind fluorescent dyes nonspecifically. The purification
scheme therefore merits careful consideration. Although
extensive dialysis or size-exclusion chromatography may
be sufficient in some cases, for others unreacted fluorophore
may be most robustly removed with ion-exchange chroma-
tography under denaturing conditions (Hickerson et al.
2005).

Protein structure data are frequently unavailable and
protein folding is difficult to predict. Furthermore, the com-
plete details of a protein’s RNA binding site and other
interacting partners are frequently uncharacterized or ill-
defined, thus precluding the rational choice of a labeling
position. Despite these gaps in knowledge, there are many
cases in which determining the presence or absence of a
given protein is sufficient, requiring only that the protein be
fluorescently labeled in away that preserves function. How-
ever, the knowledge of a fluorophore’s exact location on the
three-dimensional structure of a protein is required if the
protein serves as the donor or acceptor in an smFRET ex-
periment (see Sec. 3.1).

A third alternative for protein labeling are self-labeling
protein tags and enzyme-mediated labeling tags that are
genetically encoded. These tags have been developed to al-
low covalent attachment of small-moleculefluorescent dyes,
which can be used to label proteins in live cells, in cell
extracts, or to label recombinant proteins (Fig. 2C).Of these,
notable examples include the SNAPandCLIP tags, basedon
humanO6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase, and the en-
gineered dehalogenase HaloTag, all of which catalyze cova-
lent self-addition of their respective ligands (Gautier et al.
2008; Los et al. 2008; Sun et al. 2011).A conceptually similar,
albeit noncovalent, self-labeling tag is E. coli dihydrofolate
reductase (eDHFR) (Calloway et al. 2007).

2.2.3 Modification of Biomolecules for Surface
Immobilization

For certain types of SMFM, namely, TIRFM and ZMW,
biomolecules of interest must be immobilized at the imag-
ing surface. This is commonly achieved by conjugating the
biomolecule of interest with biotin, which is then captured
noncovalently by surface-bound streptavidin. Other non-
covalent interactions, such as digoxigenin–antidigoxigenin
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antibody, as well as covalent interactions (e.g., thiol-malei-
mide or click chemistry) are also used for immobilization.

For short nucleic acids, biotin and digoxigenin can be
incorporated during chemical synthesis, whereas the most
straightforward strategy for longer RNA is to use biotiny-
lated complementary oligonucleotides that stably hybridize
to the RNA of interest, often in added 5′ or 3′ extensions.
For RNA prepared by in vitro transcription using T7
RNApolymerase,modified nucleotides can be incorporated
at the 5′ end of the transcript (Huang et al. 2008) as well
as through enzymatic ligation (Kinoshita et al. 1997; Tur-
unen et al. 2014) and the conjugation chemistries described
above.

For modifying proteins, random biotinylation of lysines
and cysteines with biotinN-hydroxysuccinimide esters and
maleimides, respectively, provides the most direct path but
with the least control over the site(s) of labeling. For recom-
binant proteins, the biotin ligase BirA can be used to cata-
lyze the site-specific biotinylation of the 15–amino acidAvi-
tag (Tirat et al. 2006). Biotin substrates for the self-labeling
tags (i.e., SNAP, CLIP, andHaloTag) (see Sec. 2.2.2) are also
commercially available. Last, surface-bound antibodies
raised against a protein of interest have also been used to
immobilize single proteins or large RNPs such as the spli-
ceosome, as discussed below.

3 APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF IN VITRO SINGLE-
MOLECULE FLUORESCENCE: THESPLICEOSOME

The majority of in vitro SMFM studies can be broadly cat-
egorized into smFRET and colocalization experiments. In
the following sections, we discuss these two types of exper-
iments in the context of the yeast spliceosome. Rather than
focusing solely on the biological insights into splicing pro-
vided by SMFM (for which we refer the reader to DeHaven
et al. 2016), this section will highlight select studies drawn
from the work of our group as well as others that illustrate
the insights that SMFM provides with added emphasis on
elements enabling its application.

3.1 Single-Molecule FRET

The spliceosome, which in all eukaryotes acts on precursor
mRNAs (pre-mRNAs) to remove introns and join exons, is
a challenging subject of study because of the sheer number
of components involved: innumerable pre-mRNA sub-
strates, five small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), each bound to
protein components to yield small nuclear ribonucleopro-
teins (snRNPs), as well as numerous, transiently associated
splicing factors, resulting in a highly compositionally dy-
namic macromolecular machine (Fig. 3A). The associated,
coordinated conformational changes that occur in the

spliceosome, specifically those occurring in the distance
range of ∼3–8 nm, are best studied by smFRET. Although
smFRET can be used to measure absolute distances, doing
so with high accuracy is nontrivial, particularly when
there is uncertainty about the assumed isotropic relative
orientation of the two fluorophores on the RNA (Milas
et al. 2013) and/or the possibility of protein-induced fluo-
rescence enhancement (Hwang and Myong 2014; Lerner
et al. 2016), and thus smFRET is most frequently used as
a relative measure (dos Remedios and Moens 1995;
McCann et al. 2010).

For splicing to occur with high fidelity, specific sequenc-
es that are often separated by hundreds of nucleotides in the
pre-mRNA, namely, the 5′ and 3′ splice sites (5′ splice site
[SS] and 3′SS, respectively) as well as the branch site (BS),
must be correctly identified by the splicing machinery and
brought into close proximity, with the correct orientation
and in the correct order, to permit the two isoenergetic
transesterification reactions that the spliceosome catalyzes
(Fig. 3A). To study pre-mRNA conformation, Abelson et al.
(2010) labeled a model transcript based on the yeast Ubc4
pre-mRNA with a donor (Cy3, green star) and acceptor
(Cy5, red star) fluorophore near the 5′ and 3′SSs, respec-
tively (Fig. 3B), and monitored pre-mRNA conformational
changes using FRET. Even in buffer alone, the pre-mRNA
molecules showed fluctuations between various FRET
states, indicating that pre-mRNAs adopted different con-
formations over time. Point mutations at the 3′SS had a
significant impact on the conformations and dynamics of
the RNA, underscoring the degree to which RNA sequence
and structure are linked.

A follow-up study by Krishnan et al. (2013) used a sim-
ilar smFRET strategy to examine the structural remodeling
of the Ubc4 pre-mRNA in the context of a particular step of
the splicing cycle, this time placing the donor and acceptor
at the BS and 5′SS, respectively. One general feature of
in vitro experiments is a high degree of control over reaction
conditions and components. To preclude the possibility of
pre-mRNA conformational changes brought about by RNA-
binding proteins present in WCE but unrelated to splicing,
Krishnan et al. (2013) used an immunoprecipitation-based
immobilization strategy termed single-molecule pull-down
(SiMPull) FRET (Kahlscheuer et al. 2015). This allowed
them to selectively isolate splicing complexes and stall those
complexes at the Bact stage (Fig. 3C). Leveraging this immo-
bilization strategy, combined with the selective reintroduc-
tion of additional recombinant splicing factors and ATP,
allowed for characterization of pre-mRNA conformational
dynamics by smFRET at a specific step of splicing.

Analysis of the donor and acceptor fluorescence signals
from individual immobilized spliceosomal complexes
begins with calculation of the relative FRET efficiency
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Figure 3. Insights into yeast pre-mRNA conformational dynamics from in vitro single-molecule Förster resonance
energy transfer (smFRET) studies. (A) Overview of the splicing cycle, in which the 5′ (gray) and 3′ (white) exons of
the pre-messenger RNA (mRNA) are ligated and the intron (black line) is removed. Colored circles represent the
various small nuclear ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) required to catalyze splicing. Red annotations represent exper-
imental conditions that can be used to block the cycle at various points. WCE, whole-cell extract. (B) Experimental
design used by Abelson et al. (2010) to monitor conformational changes in a doubly labeled pre-mRNA construct
through changes in FRET. An in situ RNase H assay, using a DNAoligonucleotide that hybridizes to sequences in the
intron, verified that modifications made to the RNA to adapt it to single-molecule observation did not inhibit
splicing. RNA molecules observed to have both fluorophores under direct excitation had been successfully spliced,
whereas those showing only the acceptor fluorophore had not. (C) Experimental smFRETdesign fromKrishnan et al.
(2013) inwhich single-molecule pull-down (SiMPull) was used to isolate the Bact complex assembled on a pre-mRNA
labeled near the branch site (BS) and 5′ splice site (SS). (D) Example fluorescence–time traces from the donor (green)
and acceptor (red) fluorophores attached to single pre-mRNA molecules under different experimental conditions
designed to promote formation of the Bact, B∗, or C complexes, respectively. (Legend continues on following page.)
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(Fig. 3D) (Blanco andWalter 2010), which can then be used
to create histograms of relative FRET efficiency that effec-
tively represent the time-weighted conformational ensem-
ble of molecules (Fig. 3E). Although the presence of
multiple conformations is indicated by the presence of cor-
responding peaks, such histograms are largely unable
to distinguish between molecules that show distinct kinetic
behaviors, adopt varying numbers of states, or show over-
lapping, noise-broadened FRET distributions. Characteri-
zation of such nuance typically provides useful biological
insight, particularly for highly reversible, multistep processes
such as splicing, and requires appropriate analytical meth-
ods (Shi et al. 2008; Moffitt et al. 2010; Grima et al. 2014;
Colomb and Sarkar 2015). smFRET time traces are often fit
using hiddenMarkovmodels (HMMs) to idealize noisy and
continuous FRET efficiency time-series data into a set of
discrete states that facilitate the extraction of kinetic infor-
mation (Blanco andWalter 2010; Liu et al. 2010). Fractions
of molecules that undergo specific conformational changes,
defined by a particular initial and final idealized FRET
efficiency, can be identified using transition occupancy
density plots (TODPs). This method was used to survey
changes in the dynamic behavior of splicing complexes
stalled at specific points in the splicing cycle (Fig. 3F)
(Krishnan et al. 2013).

Although the catalytically active B∗ complex can under-
go the first chemical reaction of splicing, this step is greatly
enhanced by Cwc25, a protein known to be associated with
the nineteen complex (NTC). Cwc25 is known to bias the
spliceosome toward a configuration in which the 5′SS and
BS are in close proximity by slowing the reverse reaction.
This effect was directly visualized in this study using anoth-
er common single-molecule analysis tool known as a post-
synchronized histogram (Fig. 3G), wheremolecules starting
in a medium FRET state fluctuate frequently between
H and M states, but primarily transition to and stay in the
H state in the presence of Cwc25. Cwc25 was thus found to
act as a “pawl” to stabilize the otherwise thermally “ratch-

eting” pre-mRNA in its proximal, active conformation, pro-
moting the transition to the C complex accompanied by the
first chemical reactions of splicing.

The conclusions from Krishnan et al. (2013) about pre-
mRNA conformational remodeling and dynamics, some of
which are highly reversible, and the role of splicing factors
in activating the spliceosome were in good agreement with
complementary studies by Crawford et al. (2013), who
combined observables from smFRET with colocalization
single-molecule spectroscopy (CoSMoS) to correlate pre-
mRNA conformational changes observed through smFRET
with specific spliceosome compositions by monitoring
colocalization of U1 and the NTC.

3.2 Single-Molecule Colocalization

In CoSMoS, multiple biological components are fluores-
cently labeled with spectrally distinct fluorophores and
monitored simultaneously. The ability to observe multiple
species provides a direct method of discriminating between
parallel pathways that use alternative macromolecular as-
semblies of largely similar, but not identical, composition.
Because of the binary nature of binding (i.e., either bound
or unbound), rapid and large changes in fluorescence signal
intensity are observed on binding and dissociation of a
fluorescentmolecule or complex, which can be used to yield
kinetic information. Furthermore, coincidence of two fluo-
rescence signals indicates the simultaneous presence of dif-
ferentially labeled components.

In a series of multicolor CoSMoS experiments,
Shcherbakova et al. (2013) examined the order of assem-
bly of the U1 and U2 snRNPs on the 5′SS and BS for
a number of pre-mRNAs that show different in vitro
splicing efficiencies (Fig. 4A). Using genetically modified
WCE from yeast that contained SNAP-, CLIP-, and
eDHFR-tagged protein components, they prepared splic-
ing-active extracts containing U1, U2, and U5 snRNPs
where each was labeled with a unique fluorophore. Fluo-

Figure 3. (Continued) The FRETefficiency (black) is fit using hiddenMarkovmodeling (HMM, cyan line) to identify
unique FRET states. Fluor., fluorescence intensity; a.u., arbitrary units. (E) Histograms of FRET efficiency, generated
here by combining the first 100 movie frames from each molecule in a given experimental condition, can be used to
identify underlying FRET states. (F ) Transition occupancy density plots (TODPs) showing the fraction of molecules
in a given experimental condition that show transitions between a given initial and final FRET state. A molecule that
remains in the same state during the entire observation period, such as the one shown in Bact condition in panel D,
contributes to peaks on the diagonal. As splicing progresses from Bact to B∗ to C, there is an increase in the number of
transitions to the highest FRET states (H), in which the 5′SS and BS are in close proximity. The fraction of molecules
that stably reside in the high FRET state is greatest under C complex conditions, which is consistent with molecules
that have undergone the first step of splicing. (G) Postsynchronized histograms ofmolecules collected under B∗ andC
complex conditions were plotted such that they are synchronized to start in state M. Molecules reversibly transition
between M and H states under B∗ conditions. In contrast, under C complex conditions (in which Cwc25 is present),
molecules preferentially transition fromM to H, where they largely reside until photobleaching (FRET values below
zero). (D–G adapted, with permission, from Krishnan et al. 2013.)
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cycle. In the earliest steps of splicing leading to formation of the A complex, the U1 and U2 small nuclear
ribonucleoproteins (snRNPs) assemble on the pre-mRNA near the 5′ splice site (SS) and branch site (BS),
respectively. (B) Experimental design used by Shcherbakova et al. (2013) to study the order of spliceosome
assembly by simultaneously monitoring the arrival of fluorescently labeled U1, U2, and U5 snRNPs in whole-
cell extracts (WCEs). The locations of the surface immobilized pre-mRNAwere established at the beginning of the
experiment using a fluorophore incorporated into the 3′ exon, which was subsequently photobleached (white star)
before the introduction of WCE containing labeled snRNPs. (C) Example fluorescence–time traces for three pre-
mRNA molecules, showing instances in which U1 arrival preceded arrival of U2 (left) or where U2 preceded U1
(center, right). The sudden increase in fluorescence in a given channel indicates the binding and stable association
of the respective snRNP. Only pre-mRNA molecules that ultimately showed the arrival of U5, and thus progres-
sion to the B complex, were considered for analysis. (D) Experimental design used by Shcherbakova et al. (2013)
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observation window, as well as allowed dissociation of the intro lariat (sharp loss of all blue fluorescence) to
be differentiated from photobleaching (stepwise loss of blue fluorescence). (E) Rastergram showing the residence
time of U1 and U2, as well as the time until intron departure for 54 pre-mRNA molecules. (C,E reproduced, with
permission, from Shcherbakova et al. 2013 and Elsevier.)
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rescence of these snRNPs was then monitored at previ-
ously established locations of immobilized pre-mRNA
molecules (Fig. 4B).

A key strength of CoSMoS is the fact that observation of
one fluorophore-labeled component can indicate the pres-
ence of one or more secondary components that are con-
stitutively present in the complex. By examining many
multichannel fluorescence time traces, Shcherbakova et al.
(2013) observed that the preferred order of binding of U1
and U2 varies for different pre-mRNAs (Fig. 4C). Further,
the investigators found evidence that traces proceeding
through the U2-first pathway did not represent dead-end
complexes because they observed subsequent recruitment
of U5 as a marker for the next splicing step. This ability to
discern molecules traversing a particular reaction pathway
within a highly heterogeneous reaction mixture, a hallmark
of single-molecule methods, is particularly useful in a field
such as splicing where the in vitro splicing efficiency of pre-
mRNAs in crude cell extracts varies greatly, typically be-
tween 20% and 80%.

Shcherbakova et al. (2013) were also able to examine
whether the order of U1 and U2 assembly affected the
ability to advance through eventual intron removal by
labeling U1, U2, and the intron of the pre-mRNA (Fig.
4D). They observed that molecules following U1-first or
U2-first paths proceeded through the second step of
splicing equally well. They also found that the interaction
of U1 with the pre-mRNA was more dynamic (i.e.,
showed more frequent binding and dissociation) than
that of U2, and neither snRNP bound after intron loss
(Fig. 4E).

Given the relatively long timescales of splicing in vitro,
photobleaching of fluorophores poses an obvious con-
straint in single-molecule fluorescence imaging. Intermit-
tent laser illumination and a high number of fluorophores
incorporated into the intron can prolong the observation
window in CoSMoS and help distinguish true dissociation
from photobleaching. This general strategy is frequently
applied to RNP studies when loss of a component from a
complex is of interest—for example, in Argonaute (Ago)-
mediated RNA slicing (Salomon et al. 2015)—and is im-
portant for high-background specimens as encountered in
intracellular studies (see Sec. 5.1).

In addition to identifying components of a complex and
characterizing their binding and/or dissociation kinetics,
the precise identity of amolecule or changes in its structural
state can also be inferred from the binding/dissociation
kinetics of a dynamic, state-specific reader probe (John-
son-Buck et al. 2015; Rinaldi et al. 2016). Taken together,
these approaches exemplify the strengths of single-mole-
cule microscopy for studying the interplay between multi-
ple biological components.

3.3 Advanced Single-Molecule Analysis

Perhaps one of the most challenging aspects of studying
complex RNPs using single-molecule experiments is deter-
mining how best to analyze the data to fully extract the
details of interactions given that the entire scope of molec-
ular behaviors is directly observed (within the experimental
limit of accessible spatiotemporal resolution). Although
strategies such as selective labeling and SiMPull-based en-
richment help reduce the data complexity and focus the
experiment on observables of interest, single-molecule
fluorescence traces are frequently very feature-rich and het-
erogeneous in a system-specificmanner,motivating contin-
uous innovations in data analysis.

For example, Blanco et al. (2015) used the Ubc4 pre-
mRNA labeled for smFRETat the 5′SS and BS and collected
data from more than 10,000 molecules at three time points
and under a variety of conditions designed to stall splicing
at various steps (Fig. 3A, red annotations). To examine pre-
mRNA dynamics during splicing in greater detail, facilitate
finding commonalities among many idealized smFRET
traces, and compare properties across a variety of experi-
mental conditions, these investigators developed single-
molecule cluster analysis (SiMCAn) (Blanco et al. 2015).
In SiMCAn, each trace is represented by a FRET similarity
matrix (FSM) that describes the occupancy of FRET states
and the kinetics of transitions between these states. FSMs
for all traces from one or more experimental conditions
were then clustered based on their similarity (Fig. 5A), al-
lowing individual molecules to be segregated on the basis of
both their FRET states and kinetics. The result was a set of
35 clusters, 25 and 10 showing dynamic and static FRET,
respectively, representing the conformational behaviors ob-
served across all conditions in the large data set.

A second round of clustering was then performed to
determine the prevalence of particular conformational be-
haviors. This grouping revealed behavioral trends along the
splicing cycle. For example, clade VII was found to be com-
prised of a group of clusters typifying FRET states that cor-
respond to a pre-mRNAconformation in which the 5′SS and
BS are brought into close proximity (Fig. 5B). This single-
molecule behavior was observed in either wild-type (WT) or
mutated 3′SS pre-mRNA when using WCEs containing a
dominant-negative form of the helicase Prp16 (Prp16DN),
amutant that is known to stall splicing just before the second
chemical step, which is indeed expected to lead to the ob-
served proximity between 5′SS and BS. That SiMCAn also
can discover new states was shown by the observation of a
time-dependent increase in the separation of the 5′SS and BS
(reflected by increased occupancy in clade I, a static low-
FRET state) for specifically the 3′SS mutant when splicing
was allowed to progress in the presence of WT Prp16. This
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increased separation suggested a late-stage proofreading step
involving Prp16 to allow for correct selection of the 3′SS, a
finding subsequently characterized in greater detail by Sem-
low et al. (2016). SiMCAn thus facilitates comparison of
data-rich single-molecule data sets to quickly identify unique
behaviors that provide new biological insight.

4 DEEPER CONSIDERATIONS FOR STUDYING
SINGLE RNPs IN VITRO

As the selected studies of the spliceosome described above
show, RNPs can be highly dynamic and show heterogeneous
behavior (Wahl et al. 2009). Although the biological process
of interest can often be recapitulated in vitro, there is a

risk of losing the “true” diversity, specificity, and speed of
molecular behaviors that exist inside living cells. To further
understand the scope and limitations of in vitro single-
molecule studies of RNPs, in particular, some important
design considerations for TIRFM-based imaging, the most
widely used in vitro single-molecule imaging method, are
discussed in the following.

The first consideration in designing any biophysical ex-
periment to study RNPs is sample preparation. To mini-
mize the variables influencing the process under study, in
vitro single-molecule studies use minimal mixtures of pu-
rified RNAs and proteins. However, reactions involving
RNPs often engage multiple, dynamically exchanging com-
ponents whose stoichiometry is sometimes poorly defined.
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In such cases, it may be advantageous to instead isolate
“native” holoenzyme complexes from whole cell lysates to
recapitulate biological activity. This is exemplified by the
strategy used by Krishnan et al. (2013), in which SiMPull
was used to isolate the Bact complex. The drawback of this
strategy for sample preparation is that the composition and
stoichiometry of the isolated, individual complexes is un-
determined. Importantly, molecular complexes obtained by
native isolation and reconstitution may differ functionally.
In some cases, such a discrepancy in activity can yield im-
portant biological insights, as single-molecule observations
of the human telomerase complex illustrated (Wu et al.
2015). This RNP consists of the RNA-templated enzyme
TERT, which adds repetitive nucleotide sequences to telo-
mere ends in template-dependent manner. In vitro recon-
stituted minimal TERT RNPs were found to be monomers
that were functionally active when assayed for repeat
addition. In contrast, native holoenzymes isolated from
cell lysates were found to exist as dimers and higher-order
multimers, and showed lower repeat addition activity,
pointing at intrinsic regulatory mechanisms (Wu et al.
2015). Additionally, native holoenzyme purification is often
challenging and is not always conducive to facile fluorescent
labeling.

The second consideration of SMFM experiments relates
to the timescales of the reaction under study. To obtain
useful statistics on reversible processes, such as those in-
volving conformational changes or binding, it is important
to be able to monitor a single molecule/complex over mul-
tiple reaction cycles, to adequately probe the residence
times in each state (Moffitt et al. 2010). By design, TIRFM
experiments extend observation windows for single mole-
cules by anchoring them to a slide surface. Immobilization
close to the surface, however, can occasionally introduce
artifacts because of the effects of surface interactions on
molecular conformation and folding kinetics (Yasuda
et al. 2003). These effects can be overcome by using alter-
native immobilization strategies, such as encapsulating in-
dividual molecules or complexes in lipid vesicles that, in
turn, are tethered to the surface (Okumus et al. 2004).
Such alternate strategies, however, serve as practical solu-
tions only when specific constraints or limitations are en-
countered on standard TIRFM-based imaging.

Given the compositional complexity of RNPs and their
sensitivity to reaction conditions, it is arguably most infor-
mative to study them in their native context, in vivo. Obser-
vations of single-molecule interactions in living cells include
the full context of biological pathways, arising fromdynamic
changes in RNP composition, effects of molecular chaper-
oning, molecular crowding and spatiotemporal organiza-
tion. Using living cells themselves as reaction vessels to
study RNPs trades precise control over the reaction condi-

tions for new dimensions in single-molecule behavior.
Studying the behavior of single RNPs in their cellular con-
text represents a new paradigm for studying biology that
harnesses the power and versatility of SMFM to unravel
the roles of RNPs in shaping diverse cellular phenotypes.

5 SINGLE-RNP VISUALIZATION IN LIVING CELLS

The toolbox of complementary fluorescence-based ap-
proaches available today allows dynamic RNP interactions
to be probed directly inside living cells. For example, fluo-
rescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) and FCS
both quantify diffusion of labeled molecules (McNally
2008; Bacia et al. 2014). The former measures the rate at
which fluorophore-labeled molecules diffuse back into a
small photobleached area (typically over minutes), whereas
the latter measures fluorescence fluctuations in a small vol-
ume of the cell on subsecond timescales. These techniques
have been used to study fluorescent molecules inside living
cells for more than three decades, and although they do not
necessarily provide single-molecule resolution, they have
set the stage for intracellular SMFM.

More recently, the commercialization of photostable
fluorophores, increasingly sensitive cameras, and super-res-
olution illumination strategies together have contributed to
advances in a third technique, intracellular single-particle
tracking (SPT) (Shen et al. 2017). SPT bridges the capabil-
ities of ensemble approaches such as FRAP and FCS (dif-
fusion information) with those of in vitro single-molecule
analysis, such as colocalization (interaction) time and step-
wise photobleaching analysis (for stoichiometry).

The principle behind SPT is that fluorescently labeled
molecules, when present at sufficiently low densities, can be
detected and tracked in time as bright, diffraction-limited
“spots” using an illumination strategy such as HILO or
TIRFM. The resulting trajectories represent the actual dif-
fusive motion of the molecules and can reveal transient in-
teractions with their local environments. Thus, intracellular
SPT can be applied to study RNP reactions using cultured
living cells themselves as reaction vessels, providing exquisite
spatiotemporal resolution to make observations that enable
both hypothesis- and discovery-driven approaches to study-
ing the biophysical behavior of RNPs (Fig. 6).

The following sections briefly review methods for the
fluorophore labeling and intracellular macromolecule de-
livery needed to perform intracellular SPT.

5.1 Fluorescent Labeling Strategies Compatible
with Intracellular RNP Detection

One advantage of using living cells in fluorescence micros-
copy is the ability to genetically encode fluorophore tags in
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the form of FPs. The most widely adopted intracellular
RNA-labeling strategy has been the use of RNA-binding
proteins (RBPs) fused with an FP (Tyagi 2009). This meth-
od, first demonstrated for single-RNA detection by Robert
Singer’s group, exploits the high specificity and affinity with
which RBPs such as the viral coat proteins from theMS2 or

PP7 phages bind their cognate RNA stem-loop structures.
Since then, this technology has been expanded to other
bacteriophages, such as the λN protein binding to the
RNA stem loop of the boxB gene. Labeling is achieved by
inserting these stem-loop sequences into untranslated re-
gions (usually the 3′ UTRs) ofmRNA transcripts, which are
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(cxcr4, cx) miRNA coinjected with messenger RNAs (mRNAs) bearing complementary binding sites, and the filled
shapes represent conditions in which the coinjected mRNAs bore mismatched (let-7, l7) or no binding sites in the
3′ untranslated region (UTR) downstream from an open reading frame (ORF) encoding Renilla luciferase.
(D, Adapted, with permission, from Pitchiaya et al. 2012; E, adapted, with permission, from the authors and John
Wiley.)
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then bound by their respective RBP fused to an FP (Fig. 2D).
Because the excess of unbound RBP-FP fusion protein
creates a high fluorescence background, and because photo-
bleaching is vastly accelerated in live cells as compared with
in vitro, multiple copies of the stem-loop sequence (typi-
cally 8 to 96) are required for single-molecule sensitivity.
Furthermore, multiple transcript species within the same
cell can be simultaneously monitored by using combina-
tions of RBPs tagged with distinct FPs (Hocine et al. 2013).

The biggest limitation of RBP-based detection is that
their cognate stem loops are ∼20 nucleotides long, which
makes RBP-based methods unsuitable to study small non-
coding RNAs such as miRNAs, small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs), tRNAs, etc. whose function is sensitive to RNA
length. Furthermore, the added molecular mass of bound
RBP-FP fusion proteins can alter the diffusion properties,
localization, and turnover of RNPs.

Another limitation of FPs is their relatively long matu-
ration time. For studies specifically probing protein trans-
lation, using a classical fluorescent protein to study
translation rate is of limited use because of the slow matu-
ration of the FP (the fastest maturing GFP variants fold in
∼10 min) relative to translation elongation (seconds to
minutes for a given transcript) (Thorn 2017). However,
moving the fluorescent tag to an antibody probe that can
recognize a peptide epitope with specificity as it emerges
from the ribosome’s exit tunnel allows rapid processes such
as translation elongation to be studied in real time at single-
molecule resolution. Such fluorescent “immunolabeling” of
proteins has been shownwith the SunTag epitope and “spa-
ghetti monster” fluorescent proteins (Fig. 2E). In these
methods, single proteins are detectedwhenmultiple labeled
antibody probes bind to a repeated epitope, in which de-
tection is limited by diffusion of the probes and antibody–
antigen affinity (Morisaki et al. 2016; Yan et al. 2016).

The relative simplicity of working with transiently or
stably transfected cell lines has led genetically encoded FP
methods for single-RNP visualization to become widely
accepted.We refer the reader to reviews that cover the broad
applications of RBP-based mRNA detection and live cell
immunolabeling for intracellular single-molecule visualiza-
tion (Buxbaum et al. 2015; Lyon and Stasevich 2017). An
alternative approach to fluorescently label proteins uses
self-modifying enzymatic tags (see Sec. 2.2.2 and Fig. 2E).
Pulse labeling with a cell-permeable, fluorescent HaloTag
substrate, for example, allows a sufficiently sparse set of the
native proteins to be labeled. Schmidt et al. (2016) used this
strategy to show that the telomerase RNP is dynamically
recruited to the telomere ends of chromosomes.

An alternative RNP-labeling strategy that avoids genetic
modification of RNAs/proteins for intracellular detection
is to covalently attach synthetic fluorophore dyes to an ex-

ogenous RNA and subsequently deliver it into cells. For
longer RNAs, click chemistry has been used to covalently
attach fluorophores tomodified nucleotides that are cotran-
scriptionally incorporated into in vitro transcribed RNA
without the need for lengthy exogenous sequence motifs
(compare Fig. 2B and D). For eukaryotic mRNAs, fluoro-
phores can be incorporated into mRNAs in the cap
structure (Mamot et al. 2017), randomly incorporated
throughout the transcript (Schulz and Rentmeister 2014),
in the poly(A) tail, or between the 3′ UTR and poly(A) tail
(Custer and Walter 2017). Such covalent attachment of the
fluorophore allows labeled molecules to be detected with
greater sensitivity, without the background of free fluoro-
phores that is a recurrent challenge of RBP-based RNA
detection. As with RBP-mediated labeling, however, there
can be functional consequences to these covalent labeling
strategies; for example, random fluorophore incorporation
throughout the transcript was shown to dramatically impair
the coding function, and incorporation of fluorophores in
the 3′ UTR was shown to stabilize mRNAs (Custer and
Walter 2017).

The choice of delivery method determines the types of
observations that can be performed after exogenous chem-
ical labeling. The following section briefly surveys these
methods.

5.2 Intracellular Delivery of Materials Labeled In Vitro

The wide array of available intracellular delivery methods
presents several choices for RNA and/or protein delivery
(Stewart et al. 2016). They fall on a spectrum defined by, on
one hand, their ability to deliver precise amounts of mate-
rial to individual cells and by, on the other hand, their
throughput of cells. One subset of delivery strategies aims
to temporarily disrupt the cell membrane using detergents,
bacterial pore-forming toxins, or various physical disrup-
tionmethods (bead loading, fluid shearing, electroporation,
etc.), relying on diffusion of cargo along concentration gra-
dients and the ability of cells to reseal breaks in their cell
membrane. These strategies achieve efficient cargo delivery
but are not suitable for applications requiring precise dos-
age control. Another delivery strategy in this class involves
vesicle carriers and relies on fusion of lipid vesicles with the
cell membrane or natural endocytic processes for cargo
delivery. Lipid-based transfection is perhaps themost wide-
ly used strategy; however, it is unsuitable for RNA delivery
for single-molecule applications as the cargo often remains
trapped in endosomes and is only slowly released into the
cell (Hirsch and Helm 2015), leading to the risk of artifacts
and/or misinterpretation.

In contrast, methods that involve active forces, such as
delivery by direct microinjection using microneedles or
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nanostraws, offer more precise control over the amount of
material delivered to each cell, however, they can do so only
with lower throughput. Microinjection, like other mem-
brane disruption methods, relies on the ability of cells to
rapidly reseal breaks in the cell membrane (Fig. 6A) and
thus can encounter problems with cell viability if improp-
erly executed (Pitchiaya et al. 2013). Themicroinjector nee-
dle is a fine glass capillary used to inject femtoliters of cargo
solution into each cell, allowing for precise delivery into
subcellular compartments such as the nucleus or the cyto-
sol. Microinjection requires only small cargo quantities
compared with any other bulk delivery strategy, making it
a particularly valuable and preferred tool for delivering
fluorescently labeled RNP components that may be techni-
cally challenging to label and purify.

5.3 Analysis and Interpretation of SPT
Experiments

The first step for particle tracking is detection of the “spot”
that represents the spatial location of a fluorescently la-
beled molecule of interest. The intensity levels of the
brightest pixels of the spot together with the surrounding
pixels approximate the point spread function (PSF) of the
fluorophore(s) present on the molecule or complex. The
challenge of spot detection lies in finding the center of the
PSF, given the discrete pixel size and variable camera noise.
A number of different algorithms exist today to perform
this task (Fig. 6B) (Chenouard et al. 2014). Once detected,
the spots can then be tracked (i.e., temporally linked)
through successive frames to yield spatiotemporal trajec-
tories, provided the spots are sufficiently visible in the focal
plane in (almost) every frame, and the particles are present
at sufficiently low density for the temporal linking to be
unambiguous.

From these particle trajectories, the type of motion
shown by individual molecules can be classified into one
of various types of diffusion. The most common, simple,
and useful tool to discriminate diffusive behaviors of single
particles is the time-averaged mean-squared displacement
(MSD) (Fig. 6C). This plot is used to characterize the trend
of the displacement of the particle at increasing time inter-
vals. For a given trajectory, the deviation of the MSD plot
from linearity is used to classify the motion as diffusive (no
deviation), subdiffusive (curved down), or superdiffusive
(curved up). RNPs often show complex trajectories that
can be modeled as mixtures of directed motion (such as
during periods of active transport along axons) and Brown-
ian (random) diffusion (Monnier et al. 2015). Together,
such characterization can yield information regarding the
molecular weight of the particle under study, and its inter-
action with its local environment, such as binding to and

dissociation from unlabeled (and thus invisible) partners of
distinct diffusivity (Knight et al. 2015).

Multicolor particle tracking can reveal even more about
the intracellular milieu. By labeling molecular species using
dyes with spectrally separated emission maxima, currently
up to four different types of particles can be simultaneously
tracked (Juette et al. 2014). The interaction between these
differently labeled components can be read out as spatio-
temporal colocalizations between trajectories of differently
colored particles, similar to the in vitro techniques summa-
rized in Section 3.2. Colocalizing trajectories can then be
analyzed to characterize the kinetics and search dynamics
of intracellular interactions, as has been the case for exam-
ining the intracellular search dynamics of RNP machines
such as the Cas9 enzyme (Knight et al. 2015), telomerase
(Schmidt et al. 2016), andmiRNA–RISC (miRISC) complex-
es, as well as for studying the recruitment of small RNAs to
sites of DNA double-strand breaks (Michelini et al. 2017).

The following section examines the example of intracel-
lular single-moleculemethods applied to the RNA silencing
pathway.

6 APPLICATION EXAMPLE OF IN VIVO SINGLE-
MOLECULE FLUORESCENCE: RNA SILENCING

The first reports of in situ single-miRNA visualization
used complementary LNA hybridization probes to detect
miRNAs in fixed cells and were applied to detect the sub-
cellular localization and cell-to-cell variability in expression
levels of miRNAs (Lu and Tsourkas 2009). Complementary
ensemble-level observation of dynamic changes in subcel-
lular localization of siRNA in living cells was reported by
Ohrt et al. (2006). Examining the diffusion of chemically
labeled siRNA strands using FCS, they found that the fluo-
rophore labeling position on the double-stranded siRNA
influenced intracellular diffusion and localization. Instead
of using various commonly used lipid- and peptide-based
transfection techniques, which can also influence siRNA
localization (Chiu et al. 2004), the investigators usedmicro-
injection to deliver labeled, double-stranded siRNAvariants
directly into the cell. Microinjection also permitted them to
start imaging as early as 10 min after introduction of the
siRNAs, allowing them to study early steps of the siRNA
pathway. Their observations corroborated earlier findings
that the loading of the siRNA strand into RISC is sensitive
to modifications at the 5′ end and overhangs of the guide
strand. Observing the codiffusion of labeled siRNAs with
GFP-tagged Argonaute protein using two-color FCCS,
these investigators were able to compare the nuclear export
pathways of “naked” and RISC-loaded siRNAs. FCS-based
measurements of the molecular weights of nuclear and
cytoplasmic RISC suggested that the two complexes are
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largely mRNA-bound and -unbound, respectively. By co-
injecting labeled siRNA with purified mRNA target, they
concluded that nuclear import of RISC is target-dependent
(Ohrt et al. 2008).

Although FCS provides useful insight into diffusive pro-
cesses and the concentration of fluorophores in a cell, it is
limited by its confocal imaging geometry that only yields
ensemble-averaged information on fluorophores passing
through a relatively large (∼0.5 × 0.5 × 1 µm3) open volume
element. Alternatively, SPT can be used to detect themotion
of small RNA molecules in a technique reported by Pitch-
iaya et al. (2012) termed intracellular single-molecule, high-
resolution localization, and counting (iSHiRLoC). Based on
their molecular weights, microinjected “naked” double-
stranded miRNAs and those loaded into “minimal” RISC
complexes are expected to diffuse rapidly (>10 µm2/s and
∼5 µm2/s, respectively [Ohrt et al. 2006]), blurring themout
at the standard 100 ms exposure time required for sufficient
fluorescent signal for SPT. Using microinjection and the
HILO illumination strategy, Pitchiaya et al. (2012) reported
that miRNAs chemically labeled on the 3′ end of the guide
strand assembled into particles that could be tracked 1 h
after microinjection into the cytosol. The resulting single-
particle trajectories were quantified to yield the diffusion
rates of miRNAs at a given time point after microinjection.
The study revealed two slowly diffusing populations that
were assigned as mRNA-bound RISC RNPs, either diffus-
ing freely (at∼0.3 µm2/s) or docking (at∼0.03 µm2/s) onto
processing bodies (Pitchiaya et al. 2012).

A second technique within the iSHiRLoC toolbox is
particle counting in fixed cells. Formaldehyde fixation cap-
tures the instantaneous position of all molecules in the cell.
The rapid and stochastic photobleaching of single Cy5 dye
molecules can then be exploited to count the number of
fluorophores in individual bright spots, and this count, in
turn, can be used as a proxy for the number of labeled
molecules (Fig. 6D). Counting singly fluorophore-labeled
miRNAs in this manner revealed that miRNA-containing
complexes assembled significantly into multimers only in
the presence of mRNA targets. Using two-color colocaliza-
tion analysis, a fraction of these multimers were found
associated with FP-tagged P-bodies, supporting the notion
that miRNAs are recruited to P-bodies.

RNA silencing involves miRNA trafficking, strand un-
winding, RISC-loading, target binding, and eventual deg-
radation (Ha and Kim 2014). To examine all of these steps
by visualizing them in live cells, Pitchiaya et al. (2017) in-
cluded a third metric in iSHiRLoC, correlating the number
of trajectories of mature miRISC·mRNPs diffusing in living
cells with the total number of miRNA in fixed cells. Corre-
lating the counts of live- and fixed-cell miRISC showed that
miRNAs that efficiently load into RISC and engage target

are present in comparable numbers in live and fixed cells,
whereas miRNAs that stay inminimal complexes or remain
“naked” (not loaded into the RISC complex) are only visible
in fixed cells and instead blur out by virtue of the 100 ms
exposure time used in live cell imaging (Fig. 6E). Correlat-
ing the counts of miRNAs, in the presence and absence of
mRNA targets, allowed the investigators to build a detailed
kinetic model of miRNA activity and turnover, which re-
vealed that miRNAs not engaging a target mRNA are rap-
idly degraded (Pitchiaya et al. 2017).

These intracellular single-molecule visualization meth-
ods are not without limitations. The fluorescent dyes cur-
rently available for labeling have finite photostability under
the illumination conditions required for single-molecule
sensitivity, limiting the observation window of imaging.
SPT is restricted by temporal resolution of imaging and is
unsuitable for the study of very rapid molecular motion.
Finally, microinjection currently has a low throughput of
cells that can be targeted in each experiment, limiting the
amount of data obtained from each specimen.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

As outlined in this survey, in vitro single-molecule fluores-
cence imaging of RNPs enables detailed characterization of
the kinetics of RNA–protein interactions and accompany-
ing conformational rearrangements. In vitro assays allow
for specific manipulations of the reaction conditions and
composition, such as specific placement of fluorophores
and addition of cofactors, facilitating quantitative biophys-
ical measurements. In principle, any RNP that can be pre-
pared using genetic, chemical, and biochemical approaches
can thus be studied at the single-molecule level. As more
pathways of RNA metabolism are enumerated, the unique
insights offered by SMFM tools will undoubtedly motivate
their widespread adoption. The futurewill also likely see the
proliferation of observables as additional labeling colors
and parameters such as force measurements become
more widely adopted. In vitro SMFM tools are poised to
be further strengthened with other in vitro tools, such as
high-resolution electron microscopy, that will enable direct
correlation and integration of results from different single-
molecule observation modalities.

In parallel, complementary intracellular single-mole-
cule tools such as iSHiRLoC have begun to reveal biological
cornerstones of complex, multistep, and multicomponent
RNA pathways such as RNA silencing. The key observables
of intracellular tools such as the fluorescence intensities and
diffusion trajectories of exogenous RNPs yield insights into
cellular biology at defined probe concentrations, thereby
overcoming the challenges of overexpression. The labeled
components in these studies serve as molecular “baits” to
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probe the complexity of the cellular milieu, which poten-
tially differs considerably from classical in vitro assay con-
ditions. The intracellular single-molecule toolbox thus
paves the way toward a holistic study of RNP molecular
biology by integrating biochemical analysis with insights
into cell biology.

iSHiRLoC and other intracellular single-molecule fluo-
rescence strategies face several challenges that need to be
addressed. It is only a matter of time, however, until the
current limitations will be overcome by, among others, im-
provements in fluorophores, delivery strategies, automa-
tion, microscopes, and analysis methods. Such advances
will then permit a broader repertoire of observables that
are currently only available to in vitro studies, such as mea-
surements of intraparticle distances by smFRET and bind-
ing and dissociation rate constants by coincidence analysis.
The future is thus bright for studying RNA and protein
assemblies under the single-molecule fluorescence micro-
scope both in vitro and in vivo for a full understanding of
vast, still-emerging RNA worlds.
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